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What a difference a quarter makes. While Q1 brought us a “the sky is falling” atmosphere, Q2 was 
marked by an almost irrational exuberance on the part of investors. The S&P 500 returned over 
20% and risk assets across the board rallied on optimism surrounding a reduction in coronavirus 
cases, worldwide. While this certainly has afforded us some breathing room, the outsized Q2 
returns somewhat gloss over the real picture and the implications for growth, going forward.  
 
The longer the global pandemic drags on, the more evident it is that the shock will have long-term 
consequences. Structural trends in globalization, inequality and sustainability are accelerating, 
charting a very uncertain and profoundly new course for both the developed and developing 
world. It is now evident that the contraction in global growth will be more severe than that of the 
Great Recession, but in our view, not as prolonged, due to the unprecedented policy response by 
governments and central banks. Worldwide and in the US especially, governments have delivered 
coordinated fiscal and monetary policy support that has been mostly sufficient to offset much of 
the initial shock from the pandemic. They have, so far, managed to prevent much of the spillover 
to the wider economy, despite record unemployment numbers and a deliberate cessation of 
economic activity. 
 
Due to the unique nature of the economic shock resulting from the pandemic, the business cycle 
dynamics of a normal recession are not applicable, nor useful, as guideposts for gauging the larger 
impact. As such, we will be closely watching several key indicators: how successful economies are 
at restarting activity while controlling the spread of the virus, the extent of stimulus going forward 
and how effective it is at reaching households and businesses and whether any long-term or 
permanent damage to productive capacity, or financial system instabilities, emerge. History offers 
little insight in to the path forward, or as to how asset prices should respond and much hinges on 
the restart of economic activity and how quickly individuals and businesses feel comfortable in 
resuming normal, pre-pandemic operations. 
 
With domestic virus cases surging in almost every region outside of the Northeast, this barometer 
is set to be tested. Many states that had aggressively reopened are now pausing or rolling back 
those directives, threatening to derail a more accelerated economic recovery. In addition, this 
resurgence is occurring just as Congress and the White House are wavering on extending fiscal 
crisis measures; any premature reduction in stimulus, coupled with the rising case count, 
increases the risk of vulnerabilities within households and businesses, already tight on cashflow. 
Further containment measures, or an inability to successfully track and suppress the virus, are 
direct threats to the already fragile economic tendrils that have emerged. Europe and Asia have 
been much more successful in their mitigation efforts and coordinated response to the virus and 
therefore are on a more rapid restart path.  
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That being said, there are reasons for optimism. The Fed’s willingness to deploy its full toolkit, as 
well as effectively creating entirely new tools to combat the crisis, has been incredibly effective in 
stabilizing markets and providing support for risk assets. Consequently, US stocks have 
outperformed global equities in 2020, as the U.S. market has a high concentration of quality 
companies, which historically have delivered strong earnings growth. Technology and 
communication services companies have performed particularly well, owing to their strong 
financial positions and their benefit from structural trends (increased virtualization, cloud 
computing reliance, ecommerce, etc.) which have been accelerated by the current crisis. This has 
long been a major theme in our investment philosophy and one that we are pleased to see bear 
out.  
 
Flagship’s portfolio has been buoyed by our overexposure to those sectors, with Apple, Facebook, 
Google, Microsoft and Visa all producing outsized returns. In addition, changes to our fixed income 
holdings, notably: reducing exposure to floating-rate bonds and reallocating to tactical credit 
strategies and slightly extending the duration of the portfolio, have helped to produce excess 
returns over the past quarter. We expect these trends to continue, and will look to add 
strategically to the portfolio, where we see opportunity; despite the extraordinary returns in Q2, 
there still exists significant value in the market for those willing to exhibit patience and embrace a 
long-term investment horizon.  
 
Going forward, we will be closely watching the resurgence of the coronavirus in the US, the 
Federal and state responses and its impact on the restart of economic activity. In addition, the re-
emergence of US-China (and really US-the world) trade tensions and a looming presidential 
election, contribute to the already significant amount of uncertainty. Further advancement in 
vaccine development, or breakthroughs in virus treatment would certainly represent a major 
positive and provide a boost to both investor and public sentiment.  
 
As always, please do not hesitate to reach out to us with any questions or concerns that you may 
have in this incredibly trying and turbulent time. 


